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60min Strategy Checklist 

 

Phase 1 - Battle Plan  

1) Mark up MOR in all markets you follow 

2) Mark up the control phase in each market you follow 

3) Colour code good candidate markets for easy reference 

 

Carry good candidates through to next stage... 

4) Apply trendlines to daily charts (major & counter-trend) 

5) Add support & resistance levels to daily charts 

6) Add fibonacci levels to daily charts 

You're now looking for filtered candidate markets that show good scope for potential profits 

7) Create your Battle Plan for the day. Include a statement of intent for all candidate markets  

8) Investigate which economic announcements may affect the markets on your Battle Plan 

 - investing.com/economic-calendar (look for 3 star events) 

 - Set alarm on PC or phone 

 - Consider removing unfilled entry orders before reports and replace them afterwards 

 - Check trailing stop position or you may prefer to close the position 

 

Phase 2 - On the day analysis  

Do this for each market you will consider trading (takes about 5 mins per market) 

8) Mark up the daily opening range from the 7am 1minute candle 

9) Colour code the chart so you can see the buy/sell zone clearly (optional) 

 - Above/below the DOR 

 - Still correctly positioned in relation to the MOR? 

10) Mark up the initial Gann Eighth levels 

12) Mark up support & resistance from 15 minute timeframe 

13) Mark up fibonacci extensions from 60 minute timeframe 

14) Look for confluences of target levels  

You'll have a good idea of your intended exit points in each market. It's a case of waiting for 

trade entries now 
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Phase 3 - Pull the trigger 

Watch for entry signals... 

15) 60minute engulfing candlesticks 

16) Make sure there is enough reward:risk between entry point and pre-identified profit 

target 

 - Ideally looking for rewards of multiple times the initial risk 

 - Don't take poor reward:risk trades. Wait for better opportunities 

17) Place the order 

 - Buy stop/Sell stop entry order 

 - Always enter a stop loss!! 

 - Enter your Take Profit price 

18) Monitor the market for a change in sentiment  

 - Has your entry signal been surpassed? Cancel the order and wait for a new signal 

19) Order filled! 

 

Phase 4 - Manage the position 

20) Out at initial stop? Go back to (15) and watch for new entry signal in this market 

 - Timing of this trade was off-target but doesn't mean the entire trading idea is wrong 

21) Use trailing stop loss theory 

 - Reduce exposure on the trade 

 - Start to lock in profit 

22) Out at Take Profit target? Congratulations! 

 

Phase 5 - Record keeping 

23) Record the details of your trading day in your trading journal  

 - thoughts, observations, emotions 

 - can also keep notes of trade details here too 

24) Record the scientific data about your trades on your Record of Results 

 - What gets measured gets improved! 

 

Ideas for advanced development: 

- Look for BIGGER targets to use 
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Forex Breakthrough Academy has been written and designed for educational purposes only. There is a risk of loss in all trading. Spread Betting 

carries significant risk and should only be undertaken by those who can afford to lose some or all of their investment. The Forex market is by its 

nature speculative and can be volatile. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Before investing, or if in doubt about the suitability of an 

investment please seek independent financial advice.  

All rights reserved. No part of this publication/website may be reproduced in any form or by any means without the prior permission in writing of 

Perum Ltd and Canonbury Publishing Ltd.  

 

Please note it is our intention to be as accurate in fact, detail and comment as possible. However, the publishers and their representatives cannot 

be held responsible for any error in detail, accuracy or judgement whatsoever. Forex Breakthrough Academy is sold on this understanding.  

 

Published by Canonbury Publishing Ltd, all correspondence to: Canonbury Publishing Ltd, Unit 3, Hainault Works, Hainault Road, Little Heath, 

Romford, RM6 5NF. Tel: 0208 597 0181. Fax: 0208 597 4040 Registered office: Canonbury Publishing Ltd, Curzon House, 24 High Street, Banstead, 

Surrey, SM7 2LJ . Registered in England No. 4765425 VAT 932 3625 34.  

 

 

 


